2014 Mississippi Collegiate Arts Competition
Entry Specifications
*ALL STUDENTS MUST SUBMIT ENTRIES TO THEIR SCHOOL COORDINATOR*
*STUDENTS-DO NOT SEND ENTRIES DIRECTLY TO JACKSON STATE UNIVERSITY*

Student work should be submitted in the following format:
Image Entries:
1. Images must be 150 DPI resolution with a 1024 being the largest pixel number for the
length or width.
2. Images must be saved as a JPEG.
3. Academic institutions should have their coordinator collate all entries as student
folders, each folder should be named FirstName_LastName and contain all the
entry files for that individual student. Save all folders on one submission CD.
4. Student image files should be labeled using the following structure and category key:
School: Institution Abbreviation (see list below)
FirstName_LastName: Student’s First and Last Name
Number: The sequential order of the student’s entry
Category: Entry Category (see list below)
Title: Title of work (if works are untitled then the must be uniquely untitled)
Example: “Untitled 1” and “Untitled 2”
Dimensions: Height_Length (Height_Length_Width for 3D work) in inches,
for example 2D work would be 20_24 and 3D work would be 20_24_20

All image entries must be labeled as follows:
SCHOOL_FIRST NAME_LAST NAME_ENTRY
NUMBER_CATEGORY_TITLE_DIMENSIONS
Example: UM_John_Thompson_1_PH_Wheel_20_24.jpg;
UM_John_Thompson_2_S_Sphere_20_40_40.jpg;
UM_John_Thompson_3_DR_Circle_30_30.jpg;
UM_John_Thompson_4_PH_Untitled _16_20.jpg
UM is the school, John is the first name Thompson is the last name, 1 is the sequential student
number for the entry, PH is the category Wheel is the title of the work, and 20_24 are the
dimensions in inches.
Detail shots are fine, but please note label the end of the file with Detail.

Example: UM_John_Thompson_1_PH_Wheel_20_24_Detail_1.jpg
UM_John_Thompson_1_PH_Wheel_20_24_Detail_2.jpg
Time Based Media Entries: Time based media must be burned to a DVD or CD as a media disc. The
video format must be a QuickTime H.264 movie. Length of media can be no longer than 10
minutes. Each video must have a title and a credits page. No DVD’s with menus or multi-channels
will be accepted. All genres accepted. Students label the movie file in the format listed above
submit it to your school coordinator. Coordinators should submit all TBM entries on one DVD to
the host venue.
Entry Categories: (CA)-Clay Arts, (CI)-Computer Imagery, (DR)-Drawing, (FA)-Fiber Arts, (GA)-Glass
Arts, (GD)-Graphic Design, (MA)-Metal Arts, (MM)-Mixed Media, (PTG)-Painting,
(PH)-Photography, (PR)-Printmaking, (TBM)-Time Based Media, (S)-Sculpture
Institution Abbreviations: (ASU)-Alcorn State University, (BC)-Belhaven College, (BMC)-Blue
Mountain College, (DSU)-Delta State University, (JSU)-Jackson State University, (MC)-Millsaps
College, (MSC)-Mississippi College), (MSU)-Mississippi State University, (MUW)-Mississippi
University for Women, (TC)-Tougaloo College, (UM)-University of Mississippi, (USM)University of Southern Mississippi, (WCU)-William Carey University
Coordinators: You do not need to create an excel sheet of entries or separate entries into folders by
category. Though, please make sure that the entries follow the exact naming convention as outlined above.

